
   
 
 
13th July 2021 
 
Dear Parent/Carer 
 
Year 10 Summer Support Homework Tasks 
 
As we are all aware the current academic year has been one of great disruption. As a school we are 
committed to supporting all students in preparation for their GCSE assessments in the summer of 
2022, a significant part of this commitment is to ensure that no learning has been missed due to 
Covid-19.  
 
Therefore, all subjects will be preparing a series of homework tasks for completion over the summer 
break. The homework tasks will cover fundamental content from Year 10 learning, and focus on 
ensuring students are fully prepared for the first assessments calendared for W/c 27th September. 
 
We understand the need to provide students with the time to refresh over the 6-week break, and 
therefore the time assigned to all homework tasks will reflect this. That said, it is essential that 
ongoing assessment preparation is completed by all students during the summer break from school. 
Much research suggests the benefit of short, regular learning tasks in support of student progress. 
 
Individual subjects will be in contact, in lessons with students to explain the format and content of 
their subject’s summer homework plan. Many subjects will be using the benefits of SENECA or 
similar online learning platforms, which will provide ongoing feedback to students. TEAMs will be 
used to store any electronic files required for revision. This can be found by following the link below 
(hold CTRL and click). Only your child can access this folder, so they will need to use their school 
email details to enter. 
 
https://teams.microsoft.com/_#/school/files/General?threadId=19%3Ad7cf72f869a2476f928edd20b
939bf0c%40thread.tacv2&ctx=channel&context=Summer%25202021%2520-
%2520Yr10%2520homework%2520tasks&rootfolder=%252Fsites%252FVirtualCurriculum-
Year10%252FClass%2520Materials%252FSummer%25202021%2520-
%2520Yr10%2520homework%2520tasks 
 
If your child requires a password reset for either their school email or SENECA account, please do 
get in contact using the email contact below. 
 
I hope you and your families have a restful summer break. If you wish to discuss or wish for further 
information regarding the above, please use the email contact:  nhayfield@lighthall.co.uk 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Hayfield  
Assessment and Reporting Lead 
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